Dear Eduardo;
I've heard you on the radio, and followed your warning of an imminent correction and for the first time,
I pulled everything out and put it in cash (before Christmas 2015)

Yes I'm a happy man, but I'm not a very savvy investor who understands your complex charts.

The charts are pictures with arrows telling direction & how far the price is likely to go...with me, there
is no guessing...I say buy SXVY limit 37..your execution will likely be a lot lower, since everyone pays
the same price at the opening, as long as your Limit price is above it...below you get nothing...in the
chart below, the price is likely to go to 54, in the meantime I may adjust it, or sell a partial
position....as you see, you only need to pay attestation to the RED...the blue is explanation...there if
you want it.

My question to you is when in the foreseeable future do you expect the conditions to be right and
reemerge back into the market? The market always presents opportunity, if follow my guidance, the
same ETFs (exchange traded funds that trade like a single stock) there is a LONG and an Inverse
equivalent ....now is the time to go long again, if you subscribe to my service for $150 per month it
pays for itself many times over, in profit.

I would invest in your newsletter, but I'm afraid it is over my head. Not possible, besides you have 30
days risk-free...I have 80 year-old clients for whom acting on my recommendations is the highlight
of their day
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Is there any way for the small investor like me, that you can somehow do a synopsis of the present
trends and signals to look for and before I would again get back in this volatile uncertain market?

I explain the trends as we go along
However this is a turning point which is explained in blue print in the attachment above, I wrote it just
this weekend it also gives the choices you have among asset classes which include the S&P,
the volatility index, Financials , small Stocks,China, crude Oil, Natural Gas, Gold, Emerging Markets
and the Euro.
I'm hoping you can aid in some small way. if you can follow directions, I can help in a big way

Here is the link to subscribe & 6 questions I need for you to answer, so that I can individualize your
investment program..
Eduardo Mirahyes
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